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TO:

Mr. W. T. Carson, President
Cargold Mining And Development Corp.

Management Committee, C. M. & D. C.

Board of Directors, C. M. & D. C.

FROM:

J. H. Wren, Consulting Engineer
Cargold Mining And Development Corp.

SUBJECT:

Bogdanich Development Company mill at Mountain City, Nevada.

1. The Bogdanich Development Company mill at Mountain City, Nevada was inspected on June 18, 1961 by Mr. W. T. Carson, Sr. and J. H. Wren in the company of Mr. Anthony Bogdanich and Mr. A. M. Buranek, with object of milling plant and mining equipment evaluation relative to a subsequent negotiation for the plant's procurement by Cargold Mining And Development Corp. to be used at the Tybo Mine, Nye County, Nevada.

On June 21, 1961 Mr. Anthony Bogdanich and Mr. A. M. Buranek made a preliminary inspection of the 2-G area's open workings at the Tybo Mine. Mr. Buranek took some samples off of the 500 level. On June 23rd Mr. Buranek informed via telephone that the Bogdanich company was sending a mining engineer to Tybo for a more detailed investigation of the available ore reserves in connection with the pending milling plant negotiation.

2. EXHIBITS HEREWITHE:


C). Final Bogdanich plant flow sheet plan.

D). Photos of the Bogdanich Development Company milling plant, assay laboratory, truck scale and equipment.
3. The Bogdanich Mountain City, Nevada, milling plant was expertly
designed by the well known Booth Company metallurgical firm of
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The plant is new in every respect and of latest design metallurgically,
with new modern milling equipment.

The plant is designed to handle combined oxide-sulphide ores and
although only some 2,000 tons of ore was the total Bogdanich reserves
put through the mill, even at the commencement of treatment good
recovery was achieved.

The plant was designed to deliver a single concentrate. It will be
necessary to add one filter and one thickener to align a lead and
a zinc concentrate separately for selective flotation.

The plant's capacity is reportedly 100 tons per day. Weak point of
capacity is the 5' x 5' Marcy ball mill. It is believed that if secondary
crushing product is set at minus 1/2", 100 tons per day will be
possible.

The plant has very good grade and tonnage controls having three
automatic samplers, pulp weighing device, truck scale and a
completely new assay laboratory.

The mill building is composed of steel internal members and covered
with insulated metal sheet. It should not be too expensive to move.
Moving and erection cost is estimated to be $23,500. Herewith
detailed accounting records show that $252,050.18 was spent by
the Bogdanich company on the treatment plant. It is actually better
than a new unit as much of the equipment would require long waiting
periods for delivery, steel chutes, launders, etc., have already been
fabricated and the plant proved good recovery without too much
preliminary adjustment.

The Bogdanich Development Company does not have ore to feed this
modern treatment plant in the Mountain City, Nevada region. The Tybo
Mine needs a plant in-order-to effect the most economical production
income delivery from the extensive ore reserves that have been
proven. Combined oxide-sulphide ores in the Tybo Mine upper levels
will yield some considerable more gross and net income if a plant
such as the one described herein, is installed on the property.
The ore reserves plus the mill will add strength to the Tybo Mine
inventory. It is recommended to contract the removal and erection
of the plant, if acquired, using only one company time man as CMDC
expense, the prospective mill superintendent to oversee and inspect
contract specifications.
Engineering Memo of June 26, 1961

Bogdanich Development Company milling plant.

4. BOGDANICH MILLING PLANT ACQUISITION NEGOTIATION SUGGESTIONS:

a) Payout of the plant's agreed upon purchase price by a charge payable to the Bogdanich Development Company for each ton run through the unit. Removal and set up cost for the account of CMBC.

b) Percentage of the operation in accordance with the Cleve-Sagara escrow agreement relative to set-up to production income.

c) The Bogdanich Development Company is desirous of some cash down in some fashion, in view of the substantial investment now tied up in the plant. The CMBC needs some mining equipment in accordance with the total setup cost of November 4, 1960 engineering estimate. This mining equipment was scheduled to be bought for cash in order to effect economical purchase. It is possible that the Bogdanich principals could get the amount of cash laid out in the above mentioned estimate and let the mill payout on the basis of tonnage treated.

D) SUMMARY:

It is believed that "b", above would be the most equitable for both CMBC and the Bogdanich people. The CMBC would have a major inventory asset delivered. That inventory asset would allow oxide-sulphide ores to be treated that would not be suitable for treatment in any other kind of a milling plant, thus rising immediately available ore reserves in the upper levels where production can easily be produced. By settling on "b" paragraph the Bogdanich principals would eventually recover the total investment plus a probable profit.

5. INCOME PRIOR TO THE BOGDANICH PLANT INSTALLATION:

If an arrangement is made with the Bogdanich Development Company, it would not be economical to deplete good grade ore reserves which will soon be accessible in view of added freight, trucking, custom mill treatment charge against the basic ton value.

Mr. Tomo Ito who has an option on a Gilmore and or a Bunker Hill area lease wants to set up a jig beneficiation plant to handle those ores if the metallurgy proves out. It will take his group three to four months to recover, equip and commence underground mining. His beneficiation plant could be set up in less than one month (about the time it'll take to commence production from the 300' level of the 2G shaft if we press progress). Mr. Ito could jig beneficiate mine run production out of broken ore until the Bogdanich plant is installed, at so much a ton concentrated and then use his setup for his own leased ore.

James H. Wren
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TUNGSTONIA MILL BUILDING